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OBITUARY
EUGENE WOLFF

The sudden death of Eugene Wolff on February 25, 1954, has torn a great gap in the
front rank of British ophthalmology, and the news spread consternation through the

world, because so many of his patients and colleagues had learnt to look upon him as a
friend. Readers of this Journal will all feel, and many of them have already expressed
the deepest sympathy for Lydia his widow and Audrey his daughter.

Eugene Wolff was born in 1896 at Oudtshoorn, Cape Province, South Africa, but he
came over here as a boy to University College School, Hampstead, from which he went
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on to University College, London, and then University College Hospital, where he was
awarded the Lister medal for clinical surgery in 1918. In the same year he passed the
Final Conjoint examinations, and graduated M.B., B.S. of London University. Then
followed a year's service as captain in the South African Medical Corps, during which he
gained the affectionate respect of all ranks, because already Eugene showed that quality
which remained for ever as the hallmark of his professional work-intense concern for
the welfare of his patients.

After his demobilization early in 1919, Wolff returned to University College, where
during the next eight years he pursued the studies which afterwards enabled him to make
such rich contributions to the anatomy and pathology of the eye. Soon he was aflame with
that passion for microscopy which has fastened upon so many great masters of medicine
in the past-notably Allbutt and Osler. These men had already shown, and Wolff
showed afresh, that the microscope, so far from encouraging a narrow view of pathology,
can augment the range of vision when it is put into the hands of an enlightened man.
Meanwhile clinical work was not neglected, and he became house surgeon and afterwards
ophthalmic registrar to the late Percy Flemming and Sir John Parsons at University
College Hospital. He also gained additional experience as a chief clinical assistant at
Moorfields Eye Hospital. Surely no man ever was more deeply imbued with gratitude
for his teachers than Eugene. He radiated joy at the very mention of Percy Flemming
and John Herbert (Parsons), and he never forgot how much he owed to their early in-
spiration. Another teacher to whom he repeatedly expressed his indebtedness was the
late Professor Elliot Smith, who occupied the chair of anatomy at University College.

Although Wolff remained a student, in the best sense of that word, right up to the
last, we may look upon 1927, the year in which he became a Fellow of the Royal College of
Surgeons, England, as the end of his long and strenuous training in ophthalmology. The
final years of apprenticeship were sweetened by his marriage in 1923 to a talented French
lady, Lydia Abravanel. It was an ideal partnership destined to last for thirty years, during
which Lydia's devotion and constant encouragement inspired Eugene to go ahead with
the work which he loved.

During most of his years (1919-30) as a demonstrator of anatomy at University College,
Wolff found time also to lecture on this subject in the Slade School of Art, and to write
his first book, Anatomy for Artists, published in 1925. Two more editions appeared be-
tween the world wars, and the book is still in demand, for a further reprint of the third
edition was issued as recently as 1952. Another work by Wolff, entitledA Shorter Anatomy
was published in 1928, but his most important books, which will presently be mentioned,
were not yet ready. They emerged from his steadily growing clinical, anatomical, and
pathological experience built up during the ten-year period immediately after his final
F.R.C.S.

For a short time Wolff was honorary ophthalmic surgeon to the Metropolitan Hospital,
but he resigned that post soon after he was elected in 1928 to the honorary staff of the
Royal Northern Hospital in succession to the late Mr. Basil Lang. Here he found himself
among friends in a most congenial atmosphere, and for the rest of his life gave devoted
service to the people of North London. In 1930 he gave up his anatomy demonstrator-
ship at University College on being appointed pathologist at the Royal Westminster
Ophthalmnic Hospital. Here was a golden chance to follow his bent in a department of his
own. Eagerly Wolff embraced the opportunity, so that year after year he was able to
deliver beautifully illustrated papers on the normal and pathological anatomy of the eyes
and their adnexa. His histological slides, in the preparation of which he was loyally
served by Mr. A. McNeil, his laboratory technician, were first-class, and they succeeded in
illuminating many a hitherto obscure bypath of ophthalmology. Selected jewels from all
this richness adorned the pages of Wolff's Anatomy of the Eye and Orbit, which first
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appeared in 1933, and reached its fourth edition this year. Scrutiny of the successive
editions will convince the most exacting critic that Wolff never regarded his work as com-
plete. He was constantly on the alert to prune away obsolete material, and to insert new
gems from his patient mining. Anatomy of the Eye and Orbit is far and away the best oph-
thalmic anatomy book in the English language.

In 1934, only a year after the appearance of his great work on anatomy, Wolff produced
his Pathology of the Eye, a book full of lucid descriptions and superb pictures. Here
again he surpassed himself in subsequent editions, of which the third (1951) stands as a
striking monument to his ability and industry. Wolff was elected to the honorary staff
of the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital in 1936, but he continued to hold the post
of pathologist, greatly to the advantage of the hospital. In the following year his Diseases
of the Eye was published. This book contrived in remarkably few words to give a sound
introduction to clinical ophthalmology, and its pages, unlike those of many elementary
text-books, were large enough t, display the illustrations advantageously. The author
steadily improved his work in later editions, of which the fourth appeared only last year.

At the Institute of Ophthalmology, after the fusion of the three eye hospitals north of
the Thames (Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital, Royal Westminster Ophthalmic
Hospital, and Central London Ophthalmic Hospital) to form the Moorfields Westminster
and Central Eye Hospital in 1946, Wolff continued to lecture as a recognized teacher of
the University of London. Here he regularly attended the medical committee meetings of
the combined eye hospitals, and when his turn came round to take the chair, he endeared
himself more deeply than ever to his colleagues. He had invariably studied the agenda
with care before the meeting, and displayed the utmost scruple in seeing that all points
of view were represented in discussion. Here also he sat as a beloved member of the
editorial board of this Journal.

It is good to know that Wolff was honoured by his colleagues in so many different ways
The Ophthalmological Society of the United Kingdom, the Section of Ophthalmology
at the Royal Society of Medicine, and the Section of Ophthalmology of the British Medical
Association, all chose him as a vice-president, and there is little doubt that, if he had lived
for a few years more, he would have become President of the Ophthalmological Society
of the United Kingdom. In 1947 at Glasgow he received the Mackenzie Memorial Medal,
a distinction of which he was justly proud, but his pride was always strongly tinctured
with modesty. No man was ever more free from self-satisfaction. Other tributes which
delighted him were honorary membership of the Belgian and Greek Ophthalmological
Societies. When we consider his record ofbusy private practice and wide range ofacademic
achievement, it seems all the more creditable that he came to be recognized as a good
administrator, so that in 1950 he was appointed a member of the North-West Metropolitan
Regional Hospital Board.

Wolff's contribution to ophthalmology is established not only through his books and
museum specimens, first-class though these undoubtedly are, but also by oral tradition.
He was of course a fine lecturer, who delivered words audibly after careful preparation,
so that much of his teaching will be remembered. Even more important, however, were
his friendly, informal interchanges. His knowledge and experience were equally available
for students, house surgeons, and other colleagues at hospital, in leisure moments at con-
gresses, and at meetings of the Ophthalmic Club, where he will be sadly missed. He was
always ready to discuss clinical or pathological problems, and his opinion was the more
eagerly sought because in him practical knowledge was backed by wide reading in English,
French, and German medical literature.

He was as gentle as Spinoza, " the noblest and most lovable of the great philosophers ",
who earned a living by polishing lenses at Amsterdam and wrote learnedly about the
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optics of the rainbow. Eugene Wolff showed the same quiet courage and reasonableness
which were so beautifully linked in Spinoza, and his variety of interests may well be likened
to Spinoza's rainbow, because his career illustrates how

Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity.

It was fitting that Eugene should marry a lady from France, the land which embodies
so many of the things which he loved most in life-tolerance, civilization, wit, and elegance.
His work has come to a sudden end all too soon, but it is certain that the burden of a
large practice was lightened by those days which he spent with Lydia upon the sacred
soil of France. She shared his love of sculpture and music, and her exquisite taste in
decor turned 46 Wimpole Street into a lovely home. A multitude of friends from every
continent will especially remember their parties given during meetings of the Ophthal-
mological Socyety of the United Kingdom in London. It was a wonderful experience to
mount that staircase, breathing the fragrance of gloriously arranged flowers, to be greeted
by a hostess intent upon communicating joy to all her friends. At the International
Congress of Ophthalmology in 1950, Lydia worked unceasingly to promote the happiness
and comfort of visitors, and these efforts will never be forgotten.

Many things remain to be said about Eugene Wolff, but the keynote of his life is un-
mistakably struck. It is intense devotion to his home circle, and the chord is completed by
three other notes in his character-generosity, gratitude, and integrity. No one outside
his family circle can fully realise what his death means to Lydia and Audrey, but all will
in some degree enter into their suffering. There is, however, another and happier aspect
of this tragedy. Perhaps his work will inspire some of the coming generation to carry
on the tasks which he so triumphantly launched; and it may well be that many of those
who were blessed with his frienaship will find comfort in keeping Eugene's memory green.

Thus praise and prayer here beneath the sun
Make lesser mornings, when the great are done.

J. H. D.
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